
 

 

Introduction 

At Decentramark we help build communities for the hottest new Projects in Cryptocurrency using our 

social media platforms. Decentramark has active social media channels on Telegram, Twitter, 

Facebook, Instagram and Youtube (plans to monetize in the near future). Decentramark provides 

decentralised marketing services in the Crypto space whilst building and nurturing a community to 

promote any Cryptocurrency related Project (new tokens, Dapps, Airdrops, products etc.) All profits 

made from monetisation, referrals, commissions & sponsorships of Decentramark will be shared with 

eligible token holders.  

 

Token 

Communis (CMM) is an SLP (Simple Ledger Protocol) utility token on the Bitcoin Cash Blockchain. 

Communis (CMM) will be used to ‘tip’ active community members of Decentramark. All profits made 

from monetisation, referrals, commissions & sponsorships of Decentramark will be converted into 

BCH (Bitcoin Cash) and will be added to the dividend pool. Dividends will be distributed to Communis 

(CMM) token holders on a monthly basis in Bitcoin Cash (BCH).  

 

Total supply of Communis (CMM) token: 1,000,000,000 

Circulating Supply: 900,000,000 

Issue Date: 3/5/2021 

Token ID: 3d86d2ea0291d8ec350265042cd4f760d37573fb5ce660f245941c275bfbd273 

 

Tokenomics Overview 

ICO (Initial Coin Offering) 1% 

Air Drop 9% 

Content Curation 25% 

Development Team 15% 

Marketing 10% 

Reward Pool 30% 



Reserved 10% 

 

Ability to mint new Communis (CMM) tokens remains at the discretion of Decentramark team. 

 

Tokenomics breakdown  

ICO (Initial Coin Offering) 1% - these tokens will be offered in private sale to investors based on a 

tiered pricing system to build a small amount of working capital for the Project. Investors will be ‘early 

adopters’ of Communis (CMM) tokens. 

AirDrop 9% - these tokens will be used to build out the Decentramark community. They will be offered 

as incentives at no cost to the community for participating in activities to promote Decentramark. This 

will allow community members to build a holding of Communis (CMM) tokens prior to receiving the 

first dividend (date tbc). 

Content Curation, Development Team and Marketing 50% - these tokens will be pooled into the same 

wallet to allow Decentramark to cover the overhead of time/resource and cost for the continuation of 

content creation, development and marketing activities, effectively keeping Decentramark running. 

Rewards pool 30% - these tokens will be held on the mintbot SLP wallet and used to tip the 

community for a range of activities including, but not limited to; sharing, liking, subscribing to and 

joining of social media content, profiles, incentives, groups. The mintbot SLP wallet will be excluded 

from the dividend payments ensuring a higher percentage of the dividend is received by the 

community. 

Reserved 10% - these tokens will be held in a separate SLP wallet and this address will also be 

excluded from the dividend payments, ensuring a higher percentage of the dividend is received by the 

community. Decision on when/why to introduce these tokens into circulation will be taken at a future 

date. 

  

 

Dividend Distribution  
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COMMUNIS TOKENOMICS



The dividend payment uses publicly available information to create a transaction to send a given 

amount of Bitcoin Cash (BCH) to all eligible addresses in proportion to the percentage of the token 

supply they hold. Put simply, the more Communis (CMM) tokens you hold the higher the percentage 

of the dividend you will be gifted.  

Value of Bitcoin Cash (BCH) is derived from the real-time market price of Bitcoin Cash at bitcoin.com 

at all times.  

As Communis (CMM) token holders increase, the requirement to be eligible for the dividend will 

depend on the value of the dividend distributed, in relation to the holders’ volume; encouraging 

community members to remain active.  

In order to receive dividends in Bitcoin Cash (BCH) the holder of Communis (CMM) tokens must 

withdraw their Communis (CMM) tokens from the SLP wallet on the telegram mintbot to a private SLP 

wallet. Private wallets supporting SLP are available at; 

Bitcoin.com Wallet 

Badger Wallet 

Electron Cash SLP Wallet 

Zapit Wallet 

BCH contract address for dividend pool: qzp49qqhn2c6uj3nvq7qhx2rzzpyvkrtwum9uf3qky 

 

 

 

 

https://wallet.bitcoin.com/
https://badger.bitcoin.com/
https://electroncash.org/
https://zapit.io/#/

